AIDS-related disseminated Kaposi Sarcoma: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Kaposi sarcoma (KS) is the most common malignant tumor in HIV-infected individuals. Although its most common form consists of skin and mucosal lesions, it can also present itself in a disseminated way affecting the gastrointestinal tract, lungs and eye structures. We present the case of a 27-year-old male patient with HIV infection and disseminated Kaposi sarcoma. Disseminated KS is an uncommon form of the disease. Therefore, it is important to take this into account, particularly in HIV-infected individuals with characteristic cutaneous lesions.
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RESUMEN

El Sarcoma de Kaposi es el tumor maligno más frecuente en las personas infectadas por el VIH. Puede presentarse de forma diseminada afectando no solo la piel y la mucosa oral sino también el tracto gastrointestinal, los pulmones y las estructuras oculares. En este artículo se presenta el caso de un paciente masculino de 27 años con infección por VIH y sarcoma de Kaposi diseminado. El KS diseminado es una forma poco común de la enfermedad y que raramente involucra estructuras oculares. Por lo tanto, es importante tener esto en cuenta, particularmente en individuos infectados por el VIH con lesiones cutáneas características.
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INTRODUCTION

Kaposi sarcoma (KS) is a malignant tumor of the vascular endothelium. In 1872 Moritz Kaposi, a Hungarian dermatologist described this pathology for the first time as a multicentric skin tumor consisting of hyperpigmented and nodular lesions in elderly European men. Human Herpesvirus 8 (HHV8) also known as Kaposi Sarcoma Herpesvirus (KSHV) is regarded as the etiology of KS. The different types of KS are: classic, endemic, iatrogenic and epidemic or AIDS-related. The latter two forms occur in immunosuppressed patients.

In 1980 the first cases of Kaposi sarcoma in men who have sex with men (MSM) and that had acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) were reported. Of all four forms, epidemic KS is the most aggressive and it is also the most frequent malignant neoplasm in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected individuals. It typically affects patients with a low CD4 cell count, usually below 200 cells/µl.

Kaposi sarcoma can affect other organs besides the skin, mostly the gastrointestinal tract, lungs, liver, oral cavity and lymph nodes. Disseminated KS, however, only very rarely affects ocular structures such as the conjunctiva, cornea, sclera and ocular adnexa.

The HHV8 virus inhibits the p53 pathway on three levels: latency-associated nuclear antigen, suppressing transcription and transactivation and acting directly on p53 protein by inhibiting its ability to induce cell death. There are other pathogenic factors of HHV8, such as viral interferon (IFN) and regulatory factor 4 (VIRF4). The pathogenic process of HHV8-associated KS starts with stable genetic damage, followed by a promoter factor, this added to viruses and chemicals, acting as initiators as well as promoters, depending on their prevalent effects either mutagenic or epigenetic. Viruses can interact with co-carcinogens; these may act directly on the potential cancer cell or indirectly by affecting other tissues of the host. There is also an issue with the role of TNF-α; this factor appears to play an important role in reactivating the viral lysis cycle (HHV8 itself stimulates TNF-α production), thus creating an environment for disease development.

In addition, cofactors with the ability to interact with HHV8 can affect the immune system, or act as vasoactive agents. For example, in AIDS-related KS, the use of large amounts of nitrite-rich inhalants by HIV-infected men who have sex with men was strongly associated with development of KS.

KSHV encodes oncogenic proteins such as LANA-1, v-FLIP, v-cyclin, v-GPCR, v-IL6, v-CCL, v-MIP, v-IRF that can modulate cellular pathways leading to inhibition of apoptosis, cellular proliferation stimulation, angiogenesis, inflammation and immune escape; all involved in the development of KS. This virus infects B cells and endothelial cells primarily in vivo, next (KSHV) becomes latent, especially in B lymphocytes and monocytes. Typical infected spindle cells are of the endothelial cell lineage. In fact, spindle cells express markers from both vascular and lymphatic endothelial cells such as VEGF-3, LYVE-1, podoplanin, CD34, CD31, CD36 and have the phenotypic properties of those two cells. In other matters, their gene expression profiles do not accurately represent neither of these two endothelial lines. In the majority of Kaposi sarcoma cells, the virus remains dormant and indicates a central role for viral latency proteins in the development of this disease. Only a small portion of spindle cells undergo spontaneous reactivation of the lytic virus, leading to lytic protein expression and virion production, with secretion of pro-inflammatory molecules and angiogenesis-promoting factors that may be involved in cell proliferation suggest their important role in the process of tumorigenesis.

There is a temporal regulation of viral gene expression in the lytic replication that is divided in three phases: immediate early (IE), early (E), and late (L). The first phase does not require protein synthesis and it creates viral trans-activators involved in E gene expression; E viral proteins then replicate. The first and second phase genes do not depend on viral DNA synthesis, but E genes sometimes accumulate in the onset of replication. Late expression comes after viral DNA synthesis, consisting of components of virions with no infectious virus particles. Secondly, during viral latency a limited set of viral genes are expressed, the most important being latency-associated nuclear antigen (LANA), which joins viral genome to host chromosome for the latent viral DNA persistence. The fundamental origin binding proteins recognize orLyt and enroll DNA replication proteins, they may also do so with enzymatic function. One of these is K-RTA that ties up to RRE and enrolls the polymerase processivity factor (ORF59).

The transcription capacity of the viral DNA template is modulated by the interaction of the viral genome and cellular histones. Recruitment of different subtypes of histones, like H1 linker histone, induce progression employing states of the viral replication cycle.

There is some controversy about the exact cause of KS, neureogenic and vascular etiologies have been described. Recent evidence, however, suggests that is not a true tumor, rather a dysregulation of the inflammatory response. Moreover, lesion growth depends on various cytokines and growth factors, including the Tat gene from the HIV genome.
We present the case of a 27-year-old male patient with newly diagnosed HIV infection and disseminated Kaposi sarcoma involving the skin, esophagus, stomach and probably, bulbar conjunctiva.

**Case report**

A 27-year-old man with previous history of unprotected male to male sexual intercourse exhibited a clinical picture of unintended weight loss of about 12 kg in the past four months, accompanied by purple lesions in his mouth and lower limbs. Three days prior to admission he developed dry cough and resting dyspnea which prompted him to seek medical attention. After initial evaluation in the emergency room, the patient was admitted to the internal medicine ward. On physical examination we noticed several purple, flesh-like lesions on the right bulbar conjunctiva, tongue, soft palate and feet. Also, cotton-white lesions were observed in his tongue, soft and hard palate and oropharynx (Figure 1).

**Figure 1. Disseminated Kaposi Sarcoma.** (A-D) Classic purple, hypervascularized, flesh-like lesions on the tongue, feet, right bulbar conjunctiva and hard palate.

A high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) of the chest was requested with non-specific interstitial infiltrates; a SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR came out negative, but he tested positive for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection, with a CD4+ count of 17 cells/µl. Empiric treatment with trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole and fluconazole for *Pneumocystis jiroveci* pneumonia (PJP) and esophageal candidiasis, respectively, was started; along with azithromycin for *Mycobacterium avium* complex primary prophylaxis.

An upper gastrointestinal endoscopy reported abundant whitish, confluent plaques throughout the esophagus and several elevated, hypervascularized lesions with irregular borders close to the esophagogastric junction and the gastric fundus, body and pylorus; related with a Kodsi 3 esophageal candidiasis and probable Kaposi sarcoma (Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy.** (A) Kodsi 3 esophageal candidiasis. (B-D) Elevated, hypervascularized lesions consistent with visceral Kaposi sarcoma located in the stomach and esophagogastric junction.

A biopsy of the previously mentioned skin lesions was performed, reporting findings consistent with nodular Kaposi sarcoma. Regarding his ocular lesions, although no biopsy was taken, a thorough ophthalmologic evaluation was carried out, with the lesions being described as a probable conjunctival Kaposi sarcoma. With all this, a diagnosis of AIDS-related disseminated Kaposi sarcoma was established. We consulted the case with the oncology department who decided against starting chemotherapy due to the patient’s poor status at the time. During the next few days, his respiratory condition deteriorated despite empirical treatment for PJP, and the patient eventually died.
Kaposi sarcoma (KS) is a malignant neoplasm derived from the endothelium, characterized by vascular proliferation of multifocal origin. It was first described in 1872 by Moritz Kaposi as a type of idiopathic pigmented sarcoma of the skin, thought to be endemic to Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean in elderly Jewish men.\textsuperscript{10}

It was thought to be rare until 1980 when a report of an epidemic of disseminated Kaposi sarcoma among men who have sex with men (MSM) would become one of the first studies to observe the beginning of the HIV pandemic and what would be known as an AIDS-related and defining disease.\textsuperscript{11}

The observation at the beginning of the AIDS pandemic that the highest incidence of the disease between HIV patients was among MSM, led to the conclusion that an unidentified sexually-transmissible infectious agent could be present.\textsuperscript{12}

In 1994 Chang et al. were the first to identify sequences of a Herpesvirus-like DNA in KS lesions which they named Kaposi Sarcoma Herpesvirus (KSHV) and afterwards became known as Human Herpesvirus 8 (HHV8).\textsuperscript{13}

Since the original description, four types of KS have been described. The classical type, characterized by vascular-appearing plaques and nodules localized on the lower extremities, with single or multiple lesions, alone or in combination with visceral involvement. The African endemic form, first described in the 1950s. The iatrogenic form, described among renal allograft transplant recipients and immunosuppressed patients. The last form identified was the epidemic AIDS-related form, which was prevalent as the HIV pandemic progressed, preceding or occurring simultaneously to the development of HIV-related symptoms.\textsuperscript{14}

HHV-8 infection is the common etiology among all forms of KS, being considered a necessary condition for the development of the disease, yet it requires other genetic, immunologic and environmental factors which determine the evolution of the different forms, the most important one being HIV co-infection, with ongoing debate about the role of HIV either through a direct or immunosuppressive effect, associated with CD4+ count and the degree of viremia.\textsuperscript{1,4,5} HHV-8 is a DNA oncogenic virus which mediates viral oncogenesis through interference at multiples levels of the tumor suppressor pathways which regulates DNA repair, senescence and apoptosis.\textsuperscript{6}

AIDS-related Kaposi Sarcoma can be divided into two risk groups that determine prognosis: low-risk and high-risk diseases. These groups have been classified according to three main criteria regarding tumor burden, the patient’s immune status and the presence of opportunistic infections. Low-risk patients have KS lesions confined to the skin and lymph nodes, a CD4+ count of > 200 cells/µl and no history of opportunistic infections. High-risk KS on the other hand, is characterized by extensive cutaneous, oral and visceral lesions, < 150 CD4+ and opportunistic infections.\textsuperscript{1} Patients with < 100 CD4+ and a viral load of > 10,000 copies/ml have the worst prognosis.\textsuperscript{1,2} The patient in our study falls under the second risk group due to KS lesions located in multiple organs, a very low CD4+ count, and the presence of \textit{Candida}, and probably \textit{P. jiroveci}, coinfection.\textsuperscript{1}

Disseminated KS is not uncommon among HIV-positive individuals. Visceral involvement can be seen in up to 25% of HIV-infected KS patients. The gastrointestinal tract is affected in more than 50% of the patients with cutaneous lesions and HIV-infection as we were able to evidence in our case. The gastrointestinal tract can be compromised at any point, from the esophagus to the large intestine. Clinically, patients may be asymptomatic or present non-specific symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea and weight loss. On upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, lesions can be seen as erythematous, maculopapular, nodular, or polypoid.\textsuperscript{1,2}

Other organs less commonly involved include the lungs (45% of HIV-positive patients with cutaneous and gastrointestinal KS) with symptoms that cannot be distinguished from opportunistic infections; kidneys, particularly in renal transplant recipients but rarely in epidemic-KS, and adrenal glands.\textsuperscript{1,2}

Skeletal involvement is relatively rare in KS, it worsens the patient’s prognosis and is more typically seen in the setting of locally aggressive head-and-neck lesions that erode through tissue planes into the underlying bony structures, as initially described by Kaposi. Lesions are characteristically osteolytic, with destruction of the bone cortex and less commonly, destruction of the entire bone can be seen. HIV-associated cases show a greater predilection for the axial skeleton compared to classic or endemic variants.\textsuperscript{15} Prognosis depends heavily on the extent of the disease. Three-year survival rate has been reported as ranging from

No autopsy was performed due to the COVID-19 pandemic biosafety protocols.
88% in localized disease, to 53% in the case of symptomatic visceral disease. Asymptomatic disease may be treated with immune reconstitution through initiating ART alone.\(^15\)

Ocular KS is exceedingly rare with very few cases reported, mostly in HIV-infected individuals and solid organ transplant recipients, especially renal transplantation, and less commonly in bone marrow or peripheral blood stem cell transplantations; likely associated to the immunosuppressive therapy these patients receive prior to and after transplant surgery. It can affect any eye structure, especially eyelids and conjunctiva, most likely the case in our patient, and more rarely extend to the cornea or orbit. It manifests as violaceous, red or pink fleshy lesions with or without associated hemorrhage in the aforementioned sites, therefore it can easily be mistaken as a subconjunctival hemorrhage, conjunctival cysts, hemangioma or even lymphoma, melanoma and squamous cell carcinoma. Thus, highlighting the importance of an adequate ophthalmologic examination in AIDS patients.\(^3,5,16\)

The KS incidence among HIV-infected patients has lowered greatly after the introduction of antiretroviral therapy. Worsening of previous KS lesions has been described as presence of immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) after initiation of antiretroviral therapy.\(^17\) There is some literature reporting concurrent Multicentric Castleman disease (MCD) and KS. Volkow-Fernandez et al., reported that up to 79% of patients with Castleman disease had coexistent KS.\(^17\)

The identification of both diseases on pathology is crucial because the therapeutic targets may be different, and patients with untreated MCD are at higher risk of large B-cell lymphoma.\(^17\)

Patients with a rare disease called Kaposi sarcoma inflammatory cytokine syndrome tend to have a lower CD4+ count (<100 cells/mm\(^3\)) than those with Kaposi Sarcoma-Multicentric Castleman disease (>200 cells/mm\(^3\)). These may appear when the levels of Kaposi Sarcoma Herpesvirus viral load, IL-6, and IL-10 are significantly elevated. The difference between these two pathologies can be established with a lymph node biopsy called Hence.\(^18\)

The first line of treatment in AIDS-related KS consists of improving the patient’s immune status with the use of antiretroviral therapy (ART); individuals with an early-stage disease will often respond to bolstering the immune system alone.\(^2,19\) Nonetheless, there is always a considerable risk for the development KS-associated immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS), particularly in ART-naive patients with a relatively high CD4+ count.\(^2\) For patients with a more advanced disease the next step becomes tumor-directed treatment. Anthracyclines are considered to be the standard first-line chemotherapeutic agents for AIDS-related KS in an advanced stage.\(^19\) Regarding ocular KS, treatment will depend on the extent of the lesions and associated comorbidities, such as HIV infection or iatrogenic immunosuppression. Localized lesions can be treated with surgical excision, intralosomal chemotherapy or radiation therapy. For widespread disease, systemic chemotherapy or immunomodulatory agents are preferred. In the case of iatrogenic ocular KS, it is often required to discontinue immunosuppressive therapy.\(^16\)

**CONCLUSION**

Kaposi sarcoma in HIV-positive individuals can present involvement of several organs including the skin, oral mucosa, viscera and ocular structures. Poor prognostic factors include tumor extension and the patient’s immune status. Treatment options include antiretroviral therapy and chemotherapy depending on the tumor stage. It is important to consider this condition in patients with a high suspicion or diagnosis of HIV infection in order to initiate an adequate therapy on a timely fashion and prevent severe complications and death.
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